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ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL
IN THE MOBILITIES LIVE OR ONLINE

It can’t be denied that the most
memorable events of the project
were the mobilities that Sraffa
students and teachers had the
opportunity to enjoy.

They physically met their project
partners in Greece (training for
teachers) Malta, Portugal, Bari
(training for teachers), Poland, and
Greece (training for teachers) and
during a virtual mobility organised by
Sraffa.



They were important steps in the
implementation of the project during
which they not only shared what they had
done at school and compared their work and
results with what their partners had
produced, but also provided information
about their country, their culture and
education systems.



In Greece the teachers were trained
on Mediation and the best practices
for successful negotiation. This was a
great start of the project since it gave
teachers the right tools to act
effectively in their contest.



In Malta the students explained the

Education System in Italy and, with

reference to the main theme of the

project, how they had been trained at

school to become Peer Mediators.

The presentation of all delegations

from the partner countries were

followed by workshops where the

students worked together in

international groups.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vS-

ykrU47c60cUx7vm6VYwhuzSe07CH0IHXsRwpSZJIL9WKWP-

wwrijeFnowiQYZmMugLecBX-gfz0e/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-

1vSAMeQ8IOC_mL0mG4Xo737LucUsgjBBHI-

Cg9Pm7rtFw_PDhdaWgiK-

CW5bN5GNlQR4vXkTv6VJSOcd/pub?start=false&loop=fal

se&delayms=3000

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vS-ykrU47c60cUx7vm6VYwhuzSe07CH0IHXsRwpSZJIL9WKWP-wwrijeFnowiQYZmMugLecBX-gfz0e/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vSAMeQ8IOC_mL0mG4Xo737LucUsgjBBHI-Cg9Pm7rtFw_PDhdaWgiK-CW5bN5GNlQR4vXkTv6VJSOcd/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000


In Portugal the topic was Mediation and

Civic Engagement.

The pupils were particularly excited to meet

because due to the pandemic the short-term

exchanges had been postponed.

https://view.genial.ly/6149e44b9121be0d4929dae5/presentation-psychology-presentation

https://view.genial.ly/6149e44b9121be0d4929dae5/presentation-psychology-presentation


In Bari the teachers met experts who gave advice on Strategies to improve school
mediation, How School Mediation can Improve social dialogue and vice versa, How
School Mediation can make better citizens. The training session had a relevant impact in
terms of an improved implementationof the activities at school.



HTTPS://VIEW.GENIAL.LY/620E849211EC9B0012B
06AEE/PRESENTATION-MOBILITY-TO-CREMA

The meeting in Crema was online because
of Covid restrictions in the partner
countries. Here the focus was the
Mediation of cases of Bullying and
Cyberbullying and How the Process of
Mediation could be made easier if
supported with proper soothing Music
and Landscape or Environment.
Collaborating with their partners in online
international groups the students
managed to produce interesting products
on these themes.

https://view.genial.ly/620e849211ec9b0012b06aee/presentation-mobility-to-crema


The meeting in Crema was online because of

Covid restrictions in the partner countries. Here
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and Cyberbullying and How the Process of
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proper soothing Music and Landscape or
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https://issuu.com/brunazzimariella

36/docs/bullying_and_cyberbullyin

g_ebook

https://issuu.com/brunazzimariella36/docs/bullying_and_cyberbullying_ebook


https://padlet.com/mariella_brunaz/wu0d7c2zzcvkj8po

https://view.genial.ly/62175de4eb12e2001993ad64/interactive-image-

interactive-image

https://padlet.com/mariella_brunaz/wu0d7c2zzcvkj8po
https://view.genial.ly/62175de4eb12e2001993ad64/interactive-image-interactive-image


The last exchange for the students was in

Poland. Unfortunately just three delegations

could meet: the ones from Greece, Italy Crema

and Poland whereas the groups from Portugal,

Malta and Italy Bari attended it online since due

to the war in Ukraine they had not obtained

permission to move. The theme was Active

listening and the students showed what they had

prepared about it before starting working in

groups and delving deeper into the topic.

https://pitch.com/public/31ef2b7b

-e9d7-4550-9c40-2823acd0cfd6

https://pitch.com/public/31ef2b7b-e9d7-4550-9c40-2823acd0cfd6


The closing meeting for the teachers is now in Greece. Here the partners will
work together to create an ebook with guidelines for the introduction of
mediation in schools and will disseminate the results of their efforts during an
event organised by the coordinating school.



Website

https://www.sraffacrema.edu.it/

Contacts

dirigentesraffa@p.sraffacrema.it

https://www.sraffacrema.edu.it/
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